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Fleishman’s (1964) classic work on the structure of hu-

man ’physical fitness’ served as the basis for the present

investigation. By using a factor analysis, he identified

three particular components of the physical fitness within

the ’strength area’: dynamic strength, static strength, and

explosive strength. The purpose of this study was to in-

vestigate whether the changes in the structure of physi-

cal abilities originated from the neglected scaling effects.

Based on our previous study (Markovic and Jaric, in press)

that evaluated only various vertical jumping performance,

we hypothesized that, when normalized, the tests of di-

rect assessment of muscle power (i.e., calculated in W)

would measure the same physical ability as the tests of

performance-based assessment of muscle power (i.e., the

tests of rapid movements where muscle power is assessed

through the jump height, running time, maximum limb ve-

locity during throwing or kicking light objects etc.). Physi-

cal education students (N=111) were evaluated on twenty

three physical performance tests based on isometric and

isoinertial strength assessment, as well as on either direct

or performance-based assessment of muscle power. When

non-normalized data were used, a principle component

analysis revealed a structure where the muscle strength

and direct and performance-based assessed muscle power

mainly loaded three distinctive components. However,

when the indices of muscle strength and power were prop-

erly normalized for body size, the obtained structure was

in line with the hypothesis. Specifically, the outcomes of

the tests of direct and performance-based assessment of

muscle power mainly overlapped within the same compo-

nent. This finding strongly suggests that there is no sepa-

rate physical ability for producing maximal power and for

performing rapid movements. Namely, the producing of

maximal power is body size dependent while performing

of rapid movements is body size independent physical abil-

ity. As these two groups of tests measure the same physi-

cal ability, the future batteries of physical performance tests

could be considerably simplified. Specifically, only the tests

of performance-based assessment of muscle power could

be employed due to (1) their simple protocols, (2) a simple

and inexpensive experimental equipment, and (3) absence

of the required additional normalization.
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